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Psycho-analysis for the most part accepts hate as an
inevitable counterpart of love; but this view does not do
full justice to the expulsive and purifying power of love.
Love is the most dynamic power which purges human con-
sciousness of all the grosser elements. A really sincere and
intense love not only represses hate but roots it out. In
fact, it annihilates, in the long run, all ego-consciousness,.
which is the very foundation of its limiting factors like pride,.
selfishness, possessiveness, desire, Jealousy, anxiety or hate.
Just as the moth, drawn by the irresistible attraction of the
nan-lie, enters it even at the cost of getting itself consumed,,
the lover, who is drawn by the fascination of the experience
of love, gets merged in it even at the cost of surrendering
its separative existence.
The complex psychic context in which love appears
need not however be looked upon as a merely .negative factor
making no contribution to the development of love. We
might as well look upon the soil, in which the seed lodges
itself, as being nothing but an encumbrance to the develop-
ment of the plant. Just as a plant cannot grow without
struggling through the enclosing soil, human love cannot
attain to full vitality and richness without finding its way
through the mazes of limiting factors. The Joy of freedom
has to be a culmination of a long process of struggling with
limitations.
^he very limitations of love point out to the beyond,.
which is limitless.  For example, hate which is usually
looked upon as essentially opposed to love is itself like
love in being intolerant of the separate existence of the
other. Hate is an attempt to overcome duality by subordi-
nating or annihilating the other to which the self is opposed:
and love is an attempt to overcome duality by losing the self
in the life of the Beloved. So, hate which is the limitation
of love, nevertheless, accepts, in its own way, the objective
of love and thus confirms its own provisional character and

